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Abstract: 
The extraction of ore and minerals by underground mining often causes ground subsidence 
phenomena and may result in severe damage to buildings. Risk analysis in subsidence regions requires the 
assessment of both the hazards to and vulnerability of nearby buildings. However, many uncertainties 
exist and this assessment and its representation as well are still a complex objective. For this purpose a 
damage simulation tool is developed to investigate hazard and vulnerability under several possible 
scenarios of mining subsidence in which a large number of buildings may be affected. Ground movements 
assessment is based on the influence function method, and building damage is estimated using 
vulnerability functions. 
A case study is presented to illustrate the different results given by the damage simulator. 
Uncertainties about the collapsed zone of the mine and influence angles lead to the definition of different 
possible scenarios. A relative occurrence probability is then defined to implement a probabilistic approach 
to the hazard and vulnerability assessments. Different results, more or less synthetics, can then be obtained 
to assess both hazard and vulnerability over the exposed city. These results are compared and the maximal 
horizontal ground strains and the mean damage appear to be the most effective and relevant way to 
address the question. A final ranking based on scoring is then provided. 
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1. Introduction 
Risk assessment and mitigation is a key concern for cities affected by natural hazards. These tasks 
require both an accurate prediction of the hazard and a careful evaluation of building vulnerability in spite 
of the existence of several uncertainties. In technical settings, the hazard can be quantitatively described as 
“the likely frequency of occurrence of different intensities for different areas” [1] and vulnerability as “the 
conditions determined by physical, social, economic, and environmental factors or processes, which 
increase the susceptibility of a community to the impact of hazards” [2]. However, the term 
"vulnerability" is frequently used in the strict sense of building strength. 
In recent years, different risk assessment methodologies have been developed and incorporated in a 
considerable number of different software ([3], [4], [5], [6]). Such softwares and methodologies may 
significantly improve the assessment and the visualization of both hazard and vulnerability at a city scale. 
A first conclusion is that such approaches are actually seldom developed in the context of mining 
subsidence hazard. Recently, Malinowska and Hejmanowski ([7]) proposed a risk assessment method for 
mining subsidence zones with GIS data. This method represents an advance in risk assessment techniques 
for mining subsidence but is not comparable with existing methods for risk assessment associated with 
other natural hazards. Firstly it uses an empirical building damage assessment instead of vulnerability 
functions mainly used otherwise. Secondly this method does not consider the uncertainties in the two main 
parameters of the risk assessment, namely, building damage and hazard assessment, while this objective is 
crucial in this paper. 
The objective of this paper consists into the development of a probabilistic approach of the building 
damage assessment and the analysis of the possible issues that may help for the risk assessment. This first 
leads to develop software named mining subsidence damage simulator (MSDS) in the following. This 
paper focuses on the influence of uncertainties, which is a key point for risk management and may affect 
both the building vulnerability and the hazard assessment. Uncertainties about vulnerability are first taken 
into account through vulnerability curves, which are based on the definition of a building typology, the 
use of a hazard intensity criterion and the definition of a damage scale.  
Vulnerability curves are relationships between the damage mean value µD for a given type of building 
and the value of the hazard intensity. They are developed for each building type, and they allow a quick 
and realistic damage assessment of all the buildings that are grouped into the same type. Vulnerability 
functions can be calculated with the fragility curves and Eq. (1) [8]. 
 = ∑ .            (1) 
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Where µD is the mean damage for a particular value of hazard intensity, Dk the damage level 
between 0 to 5 for a five levels damage scale (D0 = 0 for no damage and D5 =5 for very severe damage) 
and Pk is the probability of a damage level Dk.  
The use of vulnerability function is now a common way to assess building damage for many 
natural hazards ([3], [8], [9]). However, they require knowing the value of the hazard intensity, whereas 
this is also an uncertain parameter. 
From a theoretical point of view, if uncertainties on hazard may be assessed by defining different 
possible scenarios with different intensities and probabilities, then risk management requires to address 
the building damage assessment by considering the whole possible scenarios. Methods used to define 
these scenarios may be specific for each kind of hazard. In the following, a methodology based on both 
expertise and computations is developed in the field of mining subsidence hazard to assess a set of 
scenarios. The MSDS is applied to this set of scenarios in order to develop a probabilistic assessment of 
the vulnerability. Different strategies are investigated to synthetize the results. 
This paper is organized into 3 sections. First section is a description of the mining subsidence hazard 
and methods used in the MSDS in order to assess the building damage in relation to the characteristics of 
both the underground mine, overburden and buildings. Second section focuses on uncertainties and more 
specifically on the description of the methods used to define a set of realistic scenarios. Third section is 
the development of the probabilistic assessment of the vulnerability taking into account all uncertainties. 
A case study is investigated through these different sections. 
2. Development of the mining subsidence damage simulator (MSDS) 
2.1. Underground mines and subsidence 
Underground mining operations cause ground subsidence. This phenomenon leads to horizontal and 
vertical ground movements, which lead to deformation of and damage to buildings in undermined urban 
areas (  
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Fig. 1). The maximum vertical displacement may reach several meters [10]. This vertical 
displacement is accompanied by horizontal ground strains, ground curvature and slope, the three types of 
ground movements that may cause structural damage. Depending on the mining extraction method used, 
whether it is longwall or rooms and pillars with or without caving of pillars, subsidence can be planned. In 
some cases it can also be unexpected a long time after the extraction. In all cases, the prediction of 
building damage is necessary when subsidence is expected in an urbanized area [11]. This paper mainly 
focuses on mining area with abandoned rooms and pillars mines that may induce unexpected subsidence. 
Many countries are concerned with mining-subsidence-induced damage (for example, England, the 
United States, Poland, Germany, France, South Africa, India, China and etc.). Therefore, different 
methods have been developed to assess ground movement: empirical ([12], [13]) or analytical ([14], [15]). 
The most important parameter used to quantify the subsidence intensity and assess the building damage is 
the horizontal ground strain. These two kinds of methods may be used to develop vulnerability curves for 
different buildings types ( [16], [17]). These curves will be used in the following. 
2.2. Principles of the MSDS 
The MSDS aims to use a geographical information system (GIS) for the representation and the spatial 
localization of both the buildings and underground mines. Its objective is to assess and represent building 
damage for any specific mining subsidence. The MSDS is based on a very simple scheme illustrated in 
Fig. 2 with the following input and methods: 
a) a method to predict the subsidence parameters over a geographical area due to the collapse of a 
mine or part of it (vertical subsidence, curvature and horizontal ground strain). As Malinowska 
and Hejmanowski [7], the influence function method is chosen because it allows realistic 
assessments for any shape of the underground mine [16]. This method is based on the 
superimposition principle [10] and uses a set of parameters that must be adjusted in relation to any 
specific case study. In the perspective of the development of a probabilistic approach, these 
parameters can be assumed uncertain; 
b) vulnerability functions to assess building damage due to mining subsidence, based on Saeidi et al. 
2009 and 2012 ([13], [17]). For each case study, this requires to classify each building into a given 
typology and to develop specific vulnerability curves. In the perspective of the development of a 
probabilistic approach, the vulnerability functions may also be assumed uncertain; 
c) a set of realistic subsidence scenarios in relation to the characteristics of the underground mines. 
Each scenario corresponds to a mining area that is assumed to collapse. In the perspective of the 
development of a probabilistic approach, the exact shape of the collapse mine can be assumed 
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uncertain; 
d) the use of a building database that consists of a digitized map of the studied area with the exact 
coordinates of all the buildings and the mechanical and geometrical characteristics of each 
building (building typology); 
e) a calculation module, developed with Mathematica® ([18]), that enables the damage of each 
building to be assessed depending on its characteristics (vulnerability or fragility curve) and the 
local ground movements (Fig. 2); 
The following section describes the methods used to predict the subsidence parameters and the 
vulnerability functions. Then, a case study is investigated with a first analysis that considers a 
deterministic hazard, i.e., a given subsidence event. Finally, a second analysis is performed to take into 
account uncertainties associated with hazard assessment, i.e., a set of possible subsidence, and to develop 
a probabilistic assessment of building vulnerability. 
3. Methods used to predict the subsidence hazard and the building vulnerability 
3.1. Subsidence hazard 
There are several methods used in mining engineering for the prediction of the subsidence ground 
movements. These methods can be classified as empirical, semi-empirical, analytical or numerical A large 
description of these methods can be founded in Whittaker and Reddish [10]. 
Numerical methods make use of various methods like the finite elements method, the distinct 
elements method or the finite differences method. These methods can be very accurate when validated, but 
their application at a specific site and or in a certain context is highly dependent on the available data 
regarding the local geology, the mechanical properties of the overburden and sub-surface rock/soil. 
Moreover calculating a three dimensional prediction of the subsidence may require a large computational 
effort [19]. 
Graphical methods are derived from analysing an extensive field database collected over many years 
from mining subsidence in one country. A disadvantage of these methods is that they are developed in 
relation to a specific context and cannot be used with accuracy in other contexts. A well-known example 
has been developed by the NCB ([12]), which has provided several abacuses that can be used to predict 
subsidence for simple geometry mines (rectangular).  
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The profile function methods are based on mathematical functions that have been obtained by a curve 
fitting procedure to match the predicted profile with observed profiles [10]. Many profile functions are 
available for subsidence prediction [10]. These methods suffer from the same disadvantage as the 
graphical methods: they can be used only in specific contexts [7]. Another disadvantage is that these 
methods are developed to predict a two dimensional subsidence profile and are not intended to predict the 
whole three dimensional subsidence.  
Influence function methods (IFMs) were developed by Ren et al. ([20]) and are used extensively 
([10]), ([21], [22]) to predict mining subsidence. They are based on the superposition principle and 
address the displacements induced by a subsidence at a given point as the sum of the displacements 
induced by the subsidence of elementary mining units. The superposition theory is only valid for purely 
linear elastic phenomena, while important inelastic and nonlinear phenomena actually occur during 
subsidence ([16]). Consequently, different coefficients are suggested to adjust the results of the 
superposition ([10] ,[23]). 
Nevertheless, IFMs present several advantages compared to other methods for the three dimensional 
prediction of subsidence. First, these methods can be used with any type of mine geometry; empirical and 
semi-empirical methods are restricted to simple geometries. Secondly, these methods can be used to 
simultaneously assess vertical and horizontal ground movements induced by the subsidence at each point 
of the surface. In particular, the horizontal ground strain can be calculated everywhere and then used to 
assess the building damage ([13], [17]). This method has then be chosen for implementation in MSDS and 
is further explained in the next section  
3.2. Influence function method  
This method is based on the superposition principle and addresses the displacements induced by a 
subsidence at a given point as the sum of the displacements induced by the subsidence of elementary 
mining units. For example, if s1 and s2 are the vertical subsidence of surface points caused by the collapse 
of the surfaces A1 and A2, respectively, of an underground operation, then the subsidence caused by the 
collapse of the two surfaces A1+A2 is s1+s2. 
The elementary subsidence dSz at a given point P in the surface, caused by an elementary mining surface 
dA at depth H to be extracted is calculated with Eq. (2). 
	
 = 
 × (, ) × 	         (2)              
where Smax is the maximum value of subsidence that can be observed for a critical and super critical case 
(i.e., for mines wider than 2Htan(γ), where H is the depth and γ the influence angle); Kz(r, γ) is the 
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influence function, where r is the radial distance between the surface dA and the surface point under 
consideration and γ is the influence angle (Fig. 3). 
The final vertical subsidence at a given point P on the surface can then be estimated by integrating Eq. (2) 
over the mine panel surface (A) (Eq. (3)). 

 = 
∬  × 		            (3) 
Numerous influence functions (IFs) exist in the literature that are either derived from empirical 
observations or based on theoretical assumptions [24]. All IFs have the same aim: accurately model the 
subsidence of the ground surface. Nevertheless, they show significant differences in ground profiles 
because of geological setting variations in each mining field. The selection of a particular IF, therefore, 
needs to be validated by a comparison with previous existing subsidence to take into account the 
geological conditions of the studied site [16]. 
In this analysis the Beyer influence function [10] is used because its application is validated in the 
Lorraine basin region with back analysis of the results of happened subsidence [23].  
The influence function method (IFM) can be used to calculate the horizontal displacement (Uxy) of 
each point at the surface and, consequently, the horizontal ground strain. The horizontal displacement is 
first calculated based on focal point theory, which assumes that each extraction element dA (Fig. 4 a) 
attracts a surface point P that moves towards it by dU. As shown in Fig. 4 a, the vector dU can be 
represented by two orthogonal components, dSz and dUxy. dSz is the vertical subsidence, and dUxy is the 
horizontal radial displacement resulting from the extraction of element dA. Therefore, the horizontal radial 
displacement is calculated with Eq. (4) [10]. 
	 = 	
 ×            (4) 
 Where ξ is the angle between the vertical axis and the line joining the surface point P with 
the extraction element dA (Fig. 4 a). 
By considering α, the angle between the radial horizontal displacement vector (Uxy) and the X-
axis, the two components of the radial displacement, dUx and dUy, can be calculated from Eq. (5) (Fig. 4 
b; Whittaker and Reddish, 1989). 
	 = 	 ×  !" # ⇒  = ∑	
	 = 	 × "% # ⇒  = ∑	         (5) 
After calculating the horizontal ground displacement in the X and Y directions (Ux, Uy), continuum 
mechanics theory is used to calculate the horizontal ground strain (Eq. (6)) in the x and y directions. Then, 
the maximal horizontal ground strain is calculated with Eq. (7).  
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This method has been implemented in the damage simulator so that the horizontal ground strain 
can be assessed anywhere at the surface for any mining geometry.  
The input data for this part of the damage simulator are the maximum value of subsidence Smax 
that can be observed for a critical and super critical case, the choice of the influence function, the 
geometry and depth of the mine. 
The outputs of this part of the simulator are the contour of vertical subsidence, horizontal 
displacement and horizontal ground strain. When this method is associated with a GIS, it is possible to 
assess the horizontal ground strain in the vicinity of any building. The next section presents the methods 
used to assess the building vulnerability.  
3.3. Building vulnerability 
Building damage assessment in mining subsidence hazard areas is a key point for risk management. 
The main obstacle is that existing methods, developed in different countries, are more appropriate for the 
study of single buildings than for large urban areas. These methods could  be divided into three groups: 
empirical ([12], [13], [25]), analytical ([14], [15],  [26], [27], [28], [29],) or numerical ( [19],  [30], [31], 
[32], [33], [34], [35]). A large description of these methods can be founded in Saeidi et al. ([13], [17]).  
All of these methods make a deterministic evaluation of the damage, but experience shows that 
similar adjacent buildings affected by the same subsidence may suffer different damage. The problem of 
the uncertainties for building damage assessment is addressed in other fields of risk analysis, such as 
seismic engineering [3, 5, 8]. It is based on the use of vulnerability and fragility curves to assess the mean 
amount of damage and the damage distribution of all buildings with similar characteristics in relation to 
the event intensity. This approach has proven to be a good compromise between accuracy of the results 
and necessary investment for the studies (cost and duration) ([36], [37]).  
Fragility curves provide the probability of reaching or exceeding a given damage state as a function 
of the event intensity. These Curves follow a lognormal function. Vulnerability curves are relationships 
between the mean amount of damage for a given type of building and the value of the event intensity.  
These Curves follow a hyperbolic tangent equation ([36], [37], [38]). 
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In the case of subsidence, the horizontal ground strain is used as intensity criteria, because it is the 
most shared parameters into the different building damage assessment methods. Moreover, curvature and 
horizontal ground strain display a homothetic variation along the subsidence profile. Specific 
developments may then be provided so that the damage predicted with a vulnerability function, for a given 
value of the horizontal ground, takes also into account the curvature [17].  
A tangent hyperbolic function is used to model the vulnerability functions and provide continuous 
values for the damage mean (Eq. (8)). 
(&) = [8 + 9ℎ( ∙ & + 	)]          (8) 
Where µD(ε) is the damage mean value for a value ε of the hazard intensity, and a, b, c and d four 
coefficients that must be determined for each building type. 
Vulnerability functions developed in [13] and [17] are used in the MSDS. They are normalized so that 
µD(ε) is between 0 and 1. 
4. Data relevant to the case study 
The town of Joeuf is located in the iron-ore basin in Lorraine, in north-east of France. Joeuf has more 
than 1,500 buildings and more than 7,000 inhabitants. The town sits atop numerous underground iron 
mines that were exploited beneath the entire city at a depth of approximately 90 m and an ore thickness of 
up to 20 m ([39], [16]). In some areas, there are three superimposed underground layers. The extraction 
system is the room and pillar mining method. The first set of required data concern all information about 
the mines relevant to the prediction of the ground movements associated with the collapse of a sector of 
the mine. 
Many districts are workers’ housing sets with similar building types that consist of jointed masonry 
buildings with 1 or 2 floors. Most of the buildings were constructed between 1870 and 1930 ([16]). Some 
districts also contain more recent buildings with concrete materials that represent higher-quality 
construction than the older buildings. The database includes all information about the buildings that is 
needed for the development and use of adapted vulnerability functions (e.g., length, height, materials and 
reinforcements). 
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4.1. Mining data 
The mine-related data consists of the geographical coordinates and the characteristics of each 
mining panel that may collapse due to ageing and flooding. The identification of these panels is based on 
mechanical and geometrical criteria, back analysis and expert judgment. 
Under the town of Joeuf, three sub-horizontal iron layers were exploited (Fig. 5): the brown layer 
(deepest), the grey layer, and the layers S2 and S3 (shallowest) extracted simultaneously. The mining 
method employed was the rooms and pillars method with different extraction ratios: 21% for the brown 
layer, 35% for the grey layer and 45% for the S2/S3 layers ([16]). Because of the low extraction ratios for 
the brown layer, only the grey and the S2/S3 layers are expected to collapse. The depth of the mines is 
variable because of the topography of the ground surface. However, the city is lying into a small valley 
and the depth is then assumed constant over the city. Fig. 5 a presents schematic vertical section of the 
mine under the Joeuf town [16]. 
To delineate the different polygons of mines that may cause mining subsidence on the surface, we 
looked for areas characterized by high extraction ratios and/or small pillars and/or pillars with a 
heterogeneous geometry, bordered areas that have not been undermined or are more robust (i.e., with 
small local extraction ratios and/or large and regular pillars). A first deterministic analysis leads to assume 
that if a collapse begins within a polygon, the collapse can extend up to the boundaries of the polygon, 
where stronger or intact ground exists. For instance, Fig. 5 b, c and d show the five initial polygons 
defined within the grey and S2/S3 layers and mining data for each polygon are synthetized in Table 1. 
Value of the maximal subsidence Smax is calculated with Eq. (9), with an empirical coefficient ks = 0.5 
based on back analysis of historical subsidence. 
Smax = ks w τ          (9) 
where w is the mining opening, τ the extraction ratio (between 0 and 1) and ks an empirical 
parameter. 
However, some uncertainties exist and we can assume that the collapse may stop before reaching 
the polygon boundaries. In that case randomly reduced polygons can be considered with the borderer 
included between two deterministic limits: the initial polygon borderer and a homothetic reduced polygon 
by a 0.5 scale factor. Fig. 6 illustrates the method used with the initial and 0.5 scale reduced polygon for 
the polygon 3 and a set of 10 random polygons. 
The influence angle parameter γ mostly depends on the overburden geology and its geotechnical 
characteristics. It may also depend on the mining exploitation method, and its value is typically between 5 
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and 40° [16]. Influence angles may also vary around a mine panel. This is the case in the French Lorraine 
iron-ore basin, where the influence angle depends on the nature of the ground beyond the boundary of 
each edges of the mine polygon [39]. Different influence angles are then considered with uncertainties 
about +/- 10° (Table 2).  
4.2. The relative occurrence probability of the mining subsidence scenarios 
Assessing the occurrence probability of each scenario is a particularly complex problem. No 
method exists to rigorously assess this probability, and expertise is generally required. However, the 
analysis of different geometrical and mechanical parameters can be used to order the scenarios from the 
least to the most probable. 
First, a subsidence is more likely to occur when the safety factor, calculated from the induced 
stresses and the compressive strength of pillars, decreases (Eq. (10)).  

= = >?>@            (10) 
Where σP denotes the compressive stress on the pillars, and σC the compressive strength of the 
pillars.  
The compressive stress on the pillars can be assessed with the tributary area model, which 
assumes a uniform distribution of the weight of the overburden over the pillars (Eq. (11)). 
AB = C∗E∗FG4H            (11) 
Where ρ is the unit mass of the overburden in [kg/m3], H is the thickness of the overburden in [m] 
and τ is the extraction ratio between (total extraction ratio) and 1 (no extraction)[40]. 
If the rock compressive strength is assumed to be constant over the mine, then the safety factor 
(SF) only depends on the vertical stresses on the pillars (Eq. (16); [40]). However, the parameters used to 
evaluate these stresses are still uncertain (mainly the geometry of pillars), and a Monte Carlo simulation is 
particularly helpful to assess the safety factor as a probabilistic variable rather than a fixed value. In the 
specific case of the iron-ore field, Cauvin et al. (2009) [41] showed that the safety factor can be modeled 
with a normal distribution whose mathematical expectation is calculated with a compressive rock strength 
of 7.5 MPa and whose standard deviation is approximately 0.3. 
For the considered mining polygons and data in Table 1, we obtain a mean and standard deviation 
{m, s} of the safety factor of {2.05, 0.082} for polygons 1, 2, 3 and {1.97, 0.0788} for polygons 4 and 5. 
A collapse is expected to occur if the safety factor is less than one. The cumulative density function is then 
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used to assess the probability of collapse p(S0) for an elementary area S0: 6.1 10-4 for {m, s} = {2.05, 
0.082} and 2.3 10-4 for {m, s} = {1.97, 0.0788}.  
The second parameter used to assess the relative probability is the area of each polygon. If two 
polygons have the same safety factor but one polygon is twice as large as the other, then a collapse is more 
likely to occur in the larger of the two polygons. If p(S0) is the collapse probability for an elementary area 
S0, then the collapse probability p(Sk) of a larger area Sk can be calculated with Eq. (12). 
I(
) = 1 − (1 − I(
L))MN/MP          (12) 
The application of Eq. (12) to the six considered polygons requires the identification of the 
elementary area S0. Because the objective is to assess a relative probability of collapse, the choice of this 
area has no influence upon the final results, and the area of the smallest polygon (polygon 7) is chosen for 
S0 (S0 = S7). 
Finally, the collapse probabilities p(Sk) of the six polygons are normalized to obtain the relative 
probability pR(Sk) so that the sum of the six values equals one (Table 3). 
4.3. Building database 
The building database collects the geographical coordinates and some characteristics of 1102 
buildings. The geographical coordinates are necessary for calculating the exact value of the ground 
movements due to the subsidence in the vicinity of each building. The building characteristics are 
necessary to define the building typology and to develop appropriate vulnerability functions (e.g., length, 
height, materials and reinforcements). 
Based on a detailed analysis of the existing buildings in the town, a total of three main building 
types are defined. Most of the buildings (89%) consist of unreinforced masonry buildings (URM), 9% of 
them consist of reinforced masonry buildings (RM) and 2% of reinforced concrete buildings (RC). This 
pattern is a consequence of the historical urban development involving many workers’ housing complexes 
(Fig. 7). 
Three vulnerability curves are then considered. First for unreinforced masonry buildings, second 
for reinforced masonry building and third for concrete buildings. Bases on uncertainties about the values 
of parameters a, b, c and d (see Eq. (8)) observed for unreinforced masonry buildings  ], an equivalent 
uncertainty is considered for all the three curves. Parameter c is fixed for each function, while parameter d 
is considered uncertain with a uniform distribution. Parameters a and b are calculated in order to respect 
two conditions (Eq. (13)). These conditions correspond to a zero damage for a null horizontal ground 
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strain and an ultimate damage for horizontal strains greater than 10. For the 3 building types, vulnerability 
curves are then included between two limit curves denoted + and – in Fig. 8. 
Q RS(T) = TRS(UT) = U  (13) 
5. Deterministic vs. probabilistic results of the MSDS 
In the next sections, results of the MSDS are compared in order to show how uncertainties may have 
an influence on the hazard and vulnerability assessment over the city. Results are differently displayed 
from the most exhaustive to the most synthetic. The most exhaustive corresponds to a colorized map that 
displays the hazard intensity (horizontal ground strain) or damage for each building. A more synthetic 
result is the histogram that shows the number of buildings into each hazard or damage classe. The most 
synthetic results give the mean value and standard deviation of hazard or damage for buildings in the city. 
In that case, two values are considered. The first value considers all buildings, while the second value 
consider only the buildings affected by the subsidence (i.e with a damage greater than 0.01 or a hazard 
intensity greater than 0.1 mm/m). 
5.1. Results associated with the collapse of a given mining polygon  
Two results can be showed: the hazard intensity as the horizontal strain in the vicinity of each 
building and the vulnerability with building damage (Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and Table 5). Building damage is then 
calculated by combining the horizontal ground strain assessed at the center of each building and the 
vulnerability functions. Results of the building damage calculation are then very close to the hazard 
calculations (Fig. 9); buildings are logically more damaged above the border of the polygon, where the 
horizontal ground strain is the greatest. 
A first comparison between each polygon immediately shows (Fig.10) that polygon 3 seems the 
most critical with a greater number of affected buildings. The damage mean value for the entire city is 
then maximal (Table 5). However, as shown on Table 5, polygon 2 becomes more critical when only the 
damaged buildings are considered. Histograms (Fig. 10) explain the difference between the two cases. 
Histograms of hazard intensity display a global hyperbolic shape with a large number of buildings faintly 
or not affected and a small number strongly affected. In the contrary, the histograms of damages display 
two peaks both for small and severe damage. 
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5.2. Building damage associated with different possible scenarios of mining subsidence 
The aim of this section is to consider now different possible scenarios with uncertainties. In the 
following, for each of the five deterministic polygons, 10 scenarios are considered with a variable polygon 
shape (Fig. 6), a variable influence angle (Table 2) and variable vulnerability functions (Table 4). A 
uniform distribution is chosen for each variable parameter. This gives a final number of 50 scenarios for 
which both the horizontal ground strain and damage is calculated for each building. The main issue is now 
to define the hazard intensities and the building damage when several scenarios may occur. In other 
words, how to synthetize these fifty results in order to get relevant information for the risk management? 
A first solution is to consider all the mining scenarios as deterministic and to define the hazard 
intensity and the damage category of each building as the maximal value obtained from any of the five 
scenarios (Eq. (14)). 
V9W"%9X1 = Max(εk)
Damage1 = Max(Dk)    for k= 1 to N                  (14) 
Where N is the number of scenarios (N=50 in this example), and εk and Dk are the horizontal 
ground strain in the center of a given building and its damage, respectively, associated with scenario k. 
The results for the whole town are shown in Fig. 11. Results regarding the building damage is not very 
useful since quite the whole city is concerned. Results regarding the intensity appear more interesting with 
a quite uniform distribution of buildings into the different classes of horizontal ground strain. This way 
then appears more useful to categorized the city and identify areas that are the most concerned. However, 
this assessment method is highly conservative regarding the hazard intensity and building damage since 
only one scenario is expected to occur and not necessarily the worst among those studied. 
A second solution consists in calculating a mathematical expectation and a standard deviation of 
both the hazard intensity (E(ε) and S(ε)) and the building damage (E(D) and S(D)) based, first on an 
assumption of equiprobability or on the relative probability (se 4.2) of each scenario (Eq. (15) and (16)). 
Y(&) = ∑  . &Z[G

(&) = \∑  . (& − Y(&)))0Z[G          (15) 
Y() = ∑  . Z[G

() = \∑  . ( − Y()))0Z[G          (16) 
Where Pk is the relative occurrence probability of the mining subsidence scenario k, εk is the 
horizontal ground strain at a given building and Dk is the damage to the building. 
Fig. 12 obtained under the assumption of equiprobable scenarios, seems not very useful for the 
risk assessment. Mean values of the horizontal ground strain are small with the greatest values around 
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polygon 2 in the south of the city (Fig. 5). However the damage mean is greater in another part of the city. 
This difference is the consequence of non-linearity between damage and the horizontal ground strain. 
A more interesting result is shown on Fig. 13 where all scenarios are not assumed equiprobable. 
The mean values of the horizontal ground strain and damage are then a little bit more comparable with 
similar locations of high impacted buildings. Compared to Fig. 12, this better correlation between the two 
results can be explained since one scenario is significantly more probable (polygon 4) and the most 
impacted area is closed to the borders of this polygon. Finally, Fig. 13 B is undoubtedly a relevant way for 
identifying the most impacted area. 
A last possibility is to examine the standard deviation of damage. This can be used as an indicator 
of the confident level of the assessment. A small standard deviation means that the prediction is very 
confident while a large value means the contrary. Standard deviation of building damage versus the mean 
value is plotted on Fig. 14 in the case of non equiprobable scenarios. It can be observed a strong 
correlation between the two. Relation is not linear but the rough estimate of the standard deviation is about 
the value of the mean. Because of this strong correlation, the standard deviation is not an additional 
relevant parameter to classified city areas in the perspective of the risk mitigation. 
As a consequence, two basic parameters are found to be interesting and not similar to identify the 
most impacted areas in the city. The first is the maximal value of the horizontal ground strain (Fig. 13 A) 
which corresponds to a conservative approach of the maximum hazard that may affect a building. The 
second is the damage mean value when scenarios are not assumed equiprobable, which corresponds to a 
reasonable assessment of what is the most probable to occur taking into account all uncertainties.  
Therefore, we can propose a synthesis using these two most interesting parameters where a score 
is affected to each building in relation to both the two results. The final score is then the sum of two values 
between 0 and 4 and can finally range between 0 and 8. Application to the case study shows here that the 
maximal value of the final score is 4. As shown on Fig. 15, the map of the final ranking is roughly 
consistent with the two others previously shown. However, the comparison of histograms show that 
significant differences still exist. The limit values of the horizontal strain or the damage mean value in 
Table 6 can of course be discussed and modified.  
6. Conclusion 
A damage simulator has been developed to study the vulnerability of urban areas subjected to mining 
hazards. The simulator is based on two needs: first, to assess the ground movements associated with the 
collapse of any given underground mine; second, to assess the building damage associated with any given 
ground movement. 
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This simulator can be used to investigate different mining subsidence scenarios and to assess and 
categories both the hazard potential and the damage estimates according to established definitions of the 
hazard and the damage. For example, the simulator can calculate the maximal value of the horizontal 
ground strain or building damage, the mathematical expectation when considering equally probable 
scenarios, or the mathematical expectation when considering different occurrence probabilities for each 
scenario. 
The last case corresponds to the probabilistic approach, for which the calculation of the occurrence 
probability of each scenario has raised many questions and for which a solution has been proposed in this 
study based on the safety factor and the area of each mine.  
The results obtained with the developed method show that the probabilistic approach performs better than 
the other two considered methods. The first method, based on the maximum values, leads to a 
conservative assessment of the hazard and vulnerability, whereas the second method, which is based on 
equally probable scenarios, smoothes the results. 
Finally, with the damage simulator, the mathematical expectation and standard deviation of the 
probability of each damage category for each building can be computed along with other information that 
may aid in the assessment of building vulnerability. 
In conclusion, the methods incorporated in the developed damage simulator account for uncertainties 
in both hazard and vulnerability to provide risk assessment and mitigation. The simulator is presently 
applied to problems relating to mining subsidence hazards, and it is under development for other hazards 
for which a similar methodology can be followed provided that the hazard or vulnerability assessments 
involve uncertainties. 
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Fig. 1. Description of the main characteristics involved in mining subsidence and their associated 
consequences  ]. a) Typical profiles of the ground displacements. b) Typical values of the subsidence 
dimension and ground movements. c) Typical damage due to mining subsidence in the city of Auboué, 
France. 
Fig. 2. The main scheme of the damage simulator developed for the evaluation of the building 
vulnerability and hazard potential in a mining subsidence area. 
Fig. 3. The principle of the influence function method. An infinitesimal mining element dA at depth H 
creates an elementary trough at the surface. 
Fig. 4. Method used for the calculation of the horizontal displacement with IFM. 
Fig. 5. a) The vertical section of the iron mining layers; b) the mining scenarios considered in the grey 
layer; c) the mining scenarios considered in the S2-S3 layer; d) the final five mine polygons considered for 
risk analysis of buildings in the town of Joeuf. 
Fig. 6. Example of 10 hazardous polygons calculated between the minimal et maximal polygon 3 (scale 
factor of 0.5). 
Fig. 7. A digitalized map of the town of Joeuf with the three building types. 
Fig. 8. Limit vulnerability curves for the three building types, calculated with data of Table 4. 
Fig. 9. City plot of the horizontal ground strain value and building damage for a single scenario (polygon 
2).  
Fig. 10. Histogram of the number of buildings affected by different classes of the horizontal ground strain 
and mean of damage µD for the five deterministic scenarios (polygon 1 to 5). 
Fig. 11. City plots and histograms of the maximal damage (A) and the maximal horizontal ground strain 
value (B) for the 50 scenarios.  
Fig. 12. City map and histograms of the damage mean value (A) and horizontal ground strain value (B) for 
the 50 scenarios under the equiprobable assumption. 
Fig. 13. City plot and histograms of the damage mean value (A) and horizontal ground strain value (B) for 
the 50 scenarios under the non equiprobability assumption.  
Fig. 14. Correlation between damage standard deviation and mean values  
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Fig. 15. Final ranking of buildings in the city, based on the maximal possible intensity and damage mean 
value, taking into account uncertainties. 
 
 
Table 1. Characteristics of the mining layers and polygons under Joeuf [16]. 
Table 2. The values of influence angle depending on the nature of the ground at the boundary of each 
edge. 
Table 3. Characteristics and relative probabilities for the five mining polygons. 
Table 4. Parameters of the vulnerability functions for the three building types. 
Table 5. Synthesis of the damage for the five deterministic scenarios (polygon 1 to 5).  
Table 6. Scores used for each values of the maximal horizontal ground strain and the mean of damage for 
the final ranking. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
